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Over 450,000 copies sold!New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury reminds us to
savor every moment with our kids in this unforgettable book.With heartwarming illustrations and
a sweet, reflective tone, bestselling author Karen Kingsbury encourages parents to savor not
only their children’s firsts, like first steps and first words, but the lasts as well.Invites moms to
cherish every momentUnique baby shower and baptism giftPerfect for bedtime readingMakes a
thoughtful gift for all mothersWith the tenderness of a mother speaking directly to her child,
Karen reminds us not to miss last days of kindergarten and last at-bats in Little League amid the
whirlwind of life. Adapted from a poem in Rejoice, this book allows mothers and grandmothers
everywhere to identify with the tenderhearted reflections on these pages.Bestselling author
Karen Kingsbury has created a touching reminder that the years of childhood fly too quickly by
us. Most of us faithfully remember and capture our children’s “firsts.” Karen encourages readers
to try to recognize and savor the often-fleeting “lasts”―those milestones that so easily go
unrecorded. The illustrations by Mary Collier provide a lighthearted portrayal of everyday family
life . . . pictures we can all relate to. You and your children of all ages will smile, laugh, and maybe
even shed a tear over them together. Let Me Hold You Longer is a heartwarming reminder of the
precious process of growing up and the joys of watching it happen.

From the Back CoverBestselling author Karen Kingsbury has created a touching reminder that
the years of childhood fly too quickly by us.Most of us faithfully remember and capture our
children’s “firsts.” Karen encourages readers to try to recognize and savor the often-fleeting
“lasts”―those milestones that so easily go unrecorded.The illustrations by Mary Collier provide a
lighthearted portrayal of everyday family life . . . pictures we can all relate to. You and your
children of all ages will smile, laugh, and maybe even shed a tear over them together.Let Me
Hold You Longer is a heartwarming reminder of the precious process of growing up and the joys
of watching it happen.
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Tori, “The last time you sit on my lap. I would give this book a ten. Both my boys just left to
college. Just divorced. I was always worried about their first step, first word, first bike etc…. But
really I should of been worried about the last time they sat on my lap, hugged me etc. what
upsets me the most is I wrote a heart felt note to go with the book as I gifted it to my niece. She
is just starting to adopted a baby My note didn’t make it with the book. Still upset over my note
not making it to her. I have tried to find out how to find the note but no one has helped. Great
book though.”

Beth2, “Perfect Graduation gift. This book was given to me when my oldest graduation high
school and I have carried on the giving.”

Jen, “I love this book!. I got this book when my 16 year old daughter was a baby, and I think I cry
more now reading it! I just had to buy it for my sister!”

A girl 1234, “Made my mother in law cry. We were recommended this book for my mother in law
to read to our newborn son. The goal is always to make her cry and bonus, this book even made
my father in law tear up and he's a big tough dude. Anyone who has grown up kids will probably
cry reading this and it makes me appreciate all the firsts I'm getting right now because I won't
know when the lasts will be.”

QueenB, “Sweet. We absolutely loved this book! The illustrations are beautiful and the story is
so sweet. It's the perfect bedtime story for our little ones.”

RK A, “Sweet book. This is a sweet book that is more of a reminder for parents to enjoy each
moment than it is a story for kids but my 3 year old still enjoys me reading it to her.”

Monica, “Perfect for a graduation gift for moms. I gave these as graduation gifts to a group of my
mom friends. They loved them.”

Amanda Hernandez, “Emotional book. I read this book to my daughter at her Quinceanera and
presented it to her before the mother and daughter dance. Wasn't a dry eye in the house. The
same as when the author read it at a conference I was at.”

Abbi G, “A good buy. My goddaughter loved this book when she recived it. It was a very well
illustrated book with a very good meaning and storyline”

LMackie, “So sweet!. What a beautifully written book. So touching! I look forward to reading this
to my son many more times. Love it.”



Jessica, “I love the book. I love the book, but the post man tried to shove it under my door and
wrecked the outside of it.”

Dart17, “Great Gift. Makes a great gift for a new mother or a soon to be empty nester, and
anywhere in between!”

The book by Philip D. Gallery has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,498 people have provided feedback.
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